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Recommended dose for clinical 
effectiveness; use every other 
day for 12 weeks.

How Does Pelviva® Work?

Pelviva® delivers a clinically effective treatment for the symptoms of stress, urgency 
and mixed urinary incontinence in women (SUI, UUI and MUI)

Pelviva has been designed to use innovative technology to provide a medical device that 
is easy to use, discreet and clinically effective. The soft foam electrode is comfortable to 
use, so women can continue activities of daily life at the same time as using Pelviva.

Pelviva works by delivering a programme of neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) 
to the female Pelvic Floor muscles via vaginal electrodes. Pelviva is a disposable, fully 
automated device with the electronic component contained within the foam electrode. 

The Pelviva programme provides stimulation to both types of muscle fibre within the 
Pelvic Floor making Pelviva suitable for bladder leakage associated with coughing 
sneezing or exercising (SUI) and improving the ability to hold on when experiencing an 
urge to empty the bladder (UUI).

Conventional NMES devices require programme selection and the woman to set the 
correct therapeutic intensity. This can result in ineffective treatment if the intensity is 
too low or over fatiguing the muscles and discomfort if set too high when used without 
clinical supervision.



Pelviva® 30 Minute Treatment Programme

Pull Tab is removed

10 second 
delay to allow 
placement of 
Pelviva in the 

vagina

Stimulation 
pulses are 

generated by the 
microprocesser 
and transmitted 

to the pulse 
pads

Pelviva stimulation automatically starts

Pull tab is removed

This allows the battery to start the programme 

The Pelviva Body Responsive Foam, may be    
compressed to ease insertion, the foam is then able to   
adapt to differing anatomies keeping the pulse pads in 
close proximity to the Pelvic Floor muscles.
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4 The stimulation pulses are generated by the   
microprocessor and transmitted to the pulse pads 

The pulses are delivered via the vaginal mucosa to the 
Pelvic Floor muscles. The reversibly compressible foam 
holds the pulse pads in close contact with the vaginal 
mucosa allowing the electrical pulse to be conducted 
into the Pelvic Floor muscle

The microprocessor continuously transmits pulses   
until the microprocessor detects that the target   
therapeutic intensity has been achieved. The feedback 
mechanism monitors the level of stimulation to 
ensure  the therapeutic target intensity is reached and 
maintained irrespective of differences in female anatomy 
or movement during use.
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End of Treatment

Therapeutic level reached. Treatment programme begins

Series of 
10 x 1 second 

pulses

Followed by 
rest phases of  

10 seconds

Once the target intensity is reached the microprocessor 
starts the therapeutic programme consisting of a phase 
of 10x 1 second pulses

Each phase is followed by a rest phase of 10 seconds 
which protects against over fatigue in the muscles

The stimulation and rest phases are repeated for the 
remainder of the 30 minute programme.

At the end of treatment the remaining energy in the 
battery is depleted to make it safe for disposal.
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Pelviva® Technology

Removal cord7

Pull Tab1

Remove pull tab 
to activate battery

Body Responsive Foam3

Soft and compressible

Battery2

Drives the 
microprocessor

Pelviva pulse4
Stimulates Pelvic Floor muscle

Pulse stimulates 
muscle causing 
contraction

Returning pulse monitored 
by feedback mechanism 

Flexible pulse 
pads

5

Microprocessor6

Delivers the unique RPT and controls the treatment level. 
The microprocessor measures every pulse and monitors the 
actual level of stimulation through the muscle. This is fed back 
to the microprocessor and the stimulation is automatically 
adjusted upwards or downwards to maintain a therapeutic 
treatment level throughout the 30 minute programme.

Figure 1: Pelviva Components

Figure 2: RPT feedback mechanism

Figure 3: Pelviva device

Device images not to scale.



Non-Uniform Frequency Stimulation Pattern

Varying inter-pulse intervals produce low and moderate frequency stimulation within each 1 second 
pulse. This reduces the risk of over fatiguing the muscle and allows Pelviva to treat both endurance and 
power fibres simultaneously.1

Connection  
between the  

brain and  
Pelvic Floor 

muscles

This pattern of stimulation also includes a ‘doublet’ 
of 2 high frequency pulses. There is evidence to 
support that this doublet stimulates up to 25% 
more of the target muscle than would be achieved 
using uniform frequency stimulation.2

The constantly changing pattern of non uniform 
stimulation has been demonstrated to produce 
greater cortical awareness of muscle function than 
existing uniform stimulation patterns.3

Figure 4: Non – Uniform Frequency Stimulation Pattern

The first cycle (1 second) The second cycle (1 second)

The first cycle (1 second) has a pulse width of 125 microseconds (this is half the width of the remaining 
pulses). This unique feature of the Pelviva stimulation pattern helps overcome the impact of tissue 
resistance and gives a comfortable introduction to treatment after a rest period. The second cycle has 
pulses that are 250 microseconds for full therapeutic effect and is repeated a further 9 times to create 
a 10 second continuous treatment cycle.1

Reactive Pulse Technology – RPT™

The  RPT feedback mechanism monitors each 
pulse to check the intensity that has been 
delivered to the muscle, adjusting the intensity 
upwards or downwards to reach and maintain 
the therapeutic target level.1

Pulses generated by the microprocessor are 
delivered to the pulse pads and through the 
vaginal mucosa to stimulate the Pelvic Floor 
muscle. The returning pulse is monitored by a 
feedback mechanism to assess target intensity.1

CONTACT: Clinical Director: Julia Herbert 

EMAIL: julia.herbert@femeda.com 

TELEPHONE: 0330 043 2071 

www.pelviva.com
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Figure 2: RPT feedback mechanism
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